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Product

STUDIO.sg Standing office mode, healthy working environment, 

can make the whole body blood circulation. Keep the brain awake 

and realize the office space function of high efficiency and 

pleasure.

FiT



Smart lift, pleasant office, stand-up office mode, healthy and efficient 
work.

Flexible combination mode, a variety of forms of choice, rich color 
combination, so that physical and mental health can be effectively 
developed.
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Dynamic Space , Enjoyable Office

Come here and give the office space to someone who knows you.



Fit single station configuration will prevent the fallback safety system. 
During the descent process, it will automatically stop and reverse 
when encountering obstacles within 2cm range, effectively avoiding 
the possibility of danger.
Knocking lifting, we abandon the ordinary handle to control the 
lifting, and can control the lifting height by knocking on the panel. The 
automatic leveling function means that when the lifting column 
detects that the legs of the table are not on the same horizontal line, 
the height of the table legs can be quickly adjusted through the 
adaptive function to restore the water level of the table.

FiT  
FiT Single station

THIS  PRODUCT  IS  GREAT   FOR
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L1400mm*W700mm*H1280mm

L1500mm*W700mm*H1280mm



FiT  双人工位
FiT 2-person station

L1400mm*W1420mm*H1280mm

L1600mm*W1420mm*H1280mm

THIS  PRODUCT  IS  GREAT   FOR

FiT  
FiT 4-person Station
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Fit single station configuration will prevent the fallback safety system. 
During the descent process, it will automatically stop and reverse 
when encountering obstacles within 2cm range, effectively avoiding 
the possibility of danger.Knocking lifting, we abandon the ordinary 
handle to control the lifting, and can control the lifting height by 
knocking on the panel.
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THIS  PRODUCT  IS  GREAT   FOR L1500mm*W1500mm*H1280mm

L1700mm*W1700mm*H1280mm
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FiT L型工位
FiT  L-type station

Fit L-type station is equipped with a safety system for reversing and 
stopping when encountering obstacles during descent, so as to 
effectively avoid the possibility of danger.Knocking lifting, we abandon 
the ordinary handle to control the lifting, and can control the lifting 
height by knocking on the panel.



THIS  PRODUCT  IS  GREAT   FOR

FiT  
FiT Arc double layer lifting station

L1400mm*W1060mm*H1280mm

L1600mm*W1060mm*H1280mm
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Fit L-type station is equipped with a safety system for reversing and 
stopping when encountering obstacles during descent, so as to 
effectively avoid the possibility of danger.Knocking lifting, we abandon 
the ordinary handle to control the lifting, and can control the lifting 
height by knocking on the panel.Sedentary reminder function, when 
working sedentary more, the controller will send out a reminder, work 
more healthy.



FiT 120°
FiT 120 °three person station

L2465mm*W2150mm*H1265mm

Fit L-type station is equipped with a safety system for reversing and 
stopping when encountering obstacles during descent, so as to 
effectively avoid the possibility of danger.Knocking lifting, we 
abandon the ordinary handle to control the lifting, and can control 
the lifting height by knocking on the panel.Sedentary reminder 
function, when working sedentary more, the controller will send out 
a reminder, work more healthy.

THIS  PRODUCT  IS  GREAT   FOR
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THIS  PRODUCT  IS  GREAT   FOR

FiT     
FiT Exercise bike

Fit bike works and works at any time. Office workers work long hours 
every day. They are prone to sub-health after sitting for a long time. 
With fit fitness bike, they can exercise more and improve their brain 
vitality and work more efficiently.
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FiT  
FiT Exercise bike



FiT  

FiT Treadmill

480mm*1200mm

THIS  PRODUCT  IS  GREAT   FOR

FiT 

Fit treadmill can take advantage of office time and fragmented time 
to exercise lightly at any time, and bid farewell to the habit of sitting 
in office. The speed of foot determines the speed of movement, 
which can enhance office vitality and stimulate more creativity.
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Product accessories

THIS  PRODUCT  IS  GREAT   FOR
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Product application
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 FiT 

L1400*W1420*H1280  

L1600*W1420*H1280

 FiT L

L1500*W1500*H1280

L1500*W1500*H1280

 FiT  

L1400*W1060*H1280

L1600*W1060*H1280

FiT 

L1400*W700*H1280  

L1400*W700*H1280

 FiT  

480W*1200D

 FiT 120°

L2465*W2150*H1265

 FiT  

560W*866D*550H
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VID-030S VID-004S VID-051S

NB1-003 NB1-010 NB1-011 NB1-015




